A Large Corporate Headquarters

Uses Advanced Mapping and Location
Technologies to Optimize Costs
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Quick Facts
• 774,000 sq. ft. building
• More than 6,400 employees.
• 9 stories
• Integration between Spreo, Mist/
Cisco, Kony, Comfy, and EMS
Software.
• Project management - JLL

My Employee App
• Indoor navigation/wayfinding
• Workstation booking

This summer a large corporation will move its global
headquarters from a suburban location to
downtown Chicago. By doing so, it will join several
other suburban companies that have moved into urban
city centers, from Kraft-Heinz to telecommunications
firm Motorola Solutions. This urban shift provides more
access to younger tech-oriented talent. However,
real-estate costs in city centers are much higher,
requiring these companies to be more cost efficient in
their space utilization.

• Meeting room booking
• Hours reporting
• Maintenance fault reporting
• Virtual tour
• Location sharing

Facility Management Features
• Occupancy analytics
• Presence-based meeting room
release
• Friction-less meeting room reservations
• Location-based fault reporting

To efficiently accommodate its growth in coming years,
our client will use location and mapping
technologies to optimize the utilization of resources
and to make informed decision regarding the
structuring of its internal spaces based on actual
utilization data.
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Mapping & Location
as the Foundation for a
Connected Office
Our client set out to transform its headquarters space
into a modern setting that fosters collaboration and
connectivity. Employees will use an Employee
Engagement app, that will connect them to the office
space and its resources. In addition to the corporate
news and collaboration features, the app includes a map
of the entire facility listing and marking on the map all
the points of interest, such as rest rooms, dining spaces,
meeting rooms, etc. Based on Spreo’s indoor navigation
platform, the user can navigate to the desired destination, while viewing their exact location as a blue dot
on the map. In such a large facility indoor navigation
removes friction and saves valuable time.
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11:05 - Meeting Room A Released

Meeting Room Optimization
In large facilities it is very common to see meeting
rooms that were booked, but the meeting was
cancelled without releasing the room’s availability.
This creates unnecessary waste as the meeting room
becomes inaccessible to other employees. Our client
wants to put an end to this waste by using location
technology. A few minutes before the meeting begins,
if the attendants of the meeting

are not present

inside the meeting room a notification is sent to
the meeting organizer and the room is released unless
the meeting organizer actively confirms that the
meeting is still on.
This capability is based on Spreo’s geo-fencing and
location-based notification features. By setting up a
geo fence around the meeting room, Spreo is able to
sense the presence of the attendants inside the room
(a.k.a “auto check-in/out”). Based on this data, facility managers can know that the meeting actually took
place and even the number of attendants that were
present. For example, if a meeting of two attendants
was booked in a large 20-seat meeting room, the
facility manager will be able automatically notified.

Instead of deploying battery-powered BLE beacons,

Spreo/Cisco/Mist Integration

Mist uses BLE as part of the wi-fi hotspots, thereby
eliminating the need to maintain and support
battery-operated BLE beacons.

Our client has chosen to deploy an advanced and
cost-efficient indoor location technology, based on the

The indoor location data is fed into Spreo system,

integration between Spreo’s IPS and Mapping system

which provides real-time location and mapping

with Cisco and Mist’s virtual beacon system.

services to the various of our client’s apps.
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Meeting Room Reservations

“Today’s announcement is about

By combining Spreo’s mapping and location

more than just a new location for

features with EMS’ resource booking capabilities,

us. It is an important investment

users can view meeting rooms on a map, including

in our people as we look to create

their sizes and configurations. Using the mobile
app or the web browser interface, they can

a start-of-the-art company

immediately book the desired room and invite

headquarters they can use to move

attendees, while viewing their availability.

our business forward for many

Location-based
Maintenance Fault Reporting

years to come.”

As part of the clients app, users can open
maintenance tickets and report faults. Instead of
long descriptions of the fault location, Comfy’s
Fault Management Platform receives the exact
location from Spreo and the ticket is
automatically populated with the exact fault
location, while displaying it on a map.

Location Sharing
Employee’s will be able to easily share their
location with their colleagues through the app,
streamlining the process of finding each other
in the campus. The location sharing solution is
based on the combination of Spreo’s location and
mapping technology and Kony’s presence features,
including interfaces with the organization’s
Active Directory and the ability to present the
user’s avatar.

meet
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Occupancy Analytics

As an urban campus with high real estate costs,
this corporation needed a way to optimize their
space utilization. Based on Spreo’s platform, the
facility management can analyze actual usage of
the office spaces to make informed decision about
the re-organization of spaces, plan expansions
and constantly optimize the utilization of current
spaces. For example, if most meetings have 3-4
participants, our client can turn larger meeting
rooms into many more smaller rooms that can
accommodate smaller groups.
Using heat maps, which describe the actual
utilization of spaces and resources, facility
managers can view accurate usage information
over time. For example, the facility manager can
view that some of the hot desks are not used so
much as other hot desks. This information can
help optimize the utilization of the space.

For more information and to schedule
a demo of the SPREO solution

please contact us at:
www.spreo.co
info@spreo.co
+1-646-827-2769
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